Reinvent the Toilet Project
Kohler Company in collaboration with CalTech University and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
**UNEVEN GROWTH**

Tactical Urbanisms for Expanding Megacities

In 2030, the world’s population will be a staggering eight billion people. Of these, two-thirds will live in cities. Most will be poor. With limited resources, this uneven growth will be one of the greatest challenges faced by societies across the globe. Over the next years, city authorities, urban planners, designers, economists, and many others will have to join forces to ensure these expanding urban enclaves remain habitable.

*Uneven Growth*, the latest exhibition in MoMA’s Issues in Contemporary Architecture series (which also includes *Foreclosed* and *Rising Currents*), addresses this increasingly inequitable urban development.
Take A Seat On This Gates-Funded Future Toilet That Will Change How We Think About Poop

The inside story of how Caltech engineers and Kohler designers are testing a toilet technology that could significantly improve the health of 2.5 billion people around the world. It might even appear in U.S. bathrooms, too.

01/08 This innovative toilet could help India "leapfrog" the U.S. in bathroom tech.